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Final Result
Blanks
Yes
Response ID If the Evreham premises were redeveloped,
would you like to see the existing facilities
retained within The Ivers and if so where?
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No

Other

89

146
165
5
96
412
Yes no more houses
35.44% 40.05% 1.21% 23.30% 100.00%
Not sure but important a leisure centre is
retained.
Question 33
Within Iver Heath
Yes. Iver Flowerland or Farlows Fishing lake.
Evreham is in a good location - served by bus
and central to the Ivers.
Why move if we already have the facilities.
OMG YES - improve Evreham but Do NOT
23.30%
destory this.
35.44%
Yes, but I don't know where.
1.21%
Retain existing facilities - if a new school were
built - within that complex.
Yes, retained but not sure where.
40.05%
Replace with new doctors surgeries.
Redeveloped how? Housing? School? We
would like the facilities retained. If needed
moving then industrial park might have space?
why move it when it is great where it is
Again, redeveloped into what?
Please leave Evreham alone
best left where they are
Leisure facility local.
Keep them in Iver Heath area
Yes, leave them where they are. Yes.
Use school (Iver Junior School) and field at
back. It would be more accessible to Iver
residents.
Yes with a swimming pool.
Yes
Yes, but only develop into a school. No more
houses
NONSENSE - this is a facility that will not be
replicated elsewhere
A sports centre and youth centre on Iver
recreation ground.
Keep it in Swallow Street as it is now.
Yes, mult functional or within new
developments.
Stay where it is.
Yes, but have no suggestions as to where there
is an alternative site.
Iver Heath with good parking.
The existing facilities are of no interest to me.
it should've stayed as a secondary school
Iver Heath recreation ground.
Possible use of field adjacent to Church path.
The location is great at the moment, but a pool
and fitness areas with regular yoga classes
would be great.
Why move from this site. Redevelop where it is.

90

Yes. As an extension to a new school.
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The gym and classes would be very much
appreciated soemwhere.
Yes. Don't know.
Yes - stay where it is and combine facilities with
new school.
Things are fine as they are. I bought into the
area because of the green belt and it is not
over developed.
Yes/don't know where
Use the village halls, the revenue would keep
to help maintain them.
Yes there are not many Gyms or sports
facilities locally.
Definitely need to keep the services, maybe
Wingroves Land
Not as they currently are.
St Margarets Close.
LEAVE THE EXISTING FACILITIES WHERE
THEY ARE AND DEVELO AROUND THEM
On the same site, plenty of room if developed
well.
HAS A LOT OF ACTIVITIES & CLASSES SO
WOULD BE GOOD TO USE - MAYBE A HUB
SOMEWHERE RICHINGS PARK SPORTS
CENTRE.
The development could incorporate these
specialists users in 1/2 the space used now
yes don't know where
within the Evreham site
YES, WE SHIULD KEEP LOCAL SPORTS
FACILITIES
THE EVREHAM PREMISES SEEM TO WORK
WELL CURRENTLY SO WHY DEVELOP.?
Keep the SPORTS Hall and incorporate
existing Facilities within any Redevelopment.
Not bothered
It if anthing should return to a Secondary
School as it was about 30 years ago.
Keep existing facilities with-in a new school.
AT EVREHAM
WE FEEL IT IS MORE CONVENIENT WHERE
IT IS, AS IT IS WITH-IN WALKING
DISTANCE. WE Support ADULT AND
CHILDRENS EDUCATION.
DO NOT REDEVELOPE WHEN M25 IS GRID
LOCKED ALL TRAFFIC COMES DOWN OUR
RD, CHURCH ROAD, UXBRIDGE ROAD.
IS THERE ANOTHER AREA IN IVER TO
REPACE THE EXISTING FACILITIES
YES - A lthough I do not use the facilities, it
would be sad to see the GO others do benefit.
Some facilities could be transferred to current
recreation grounds & sports areas.
YES, TO BE LOCATED IN OF THE
FACTORIES IN IVER.
Yes, retain on the present site.
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148

149

151

152

155
157
159
161
165
173
178

186

189
191
194
196
200
202
204
206

A comprehensive redevelopment could retain
the well used facilities. The gym is not well
promoted, yet is used regularly by a number of
people who would miss it and might find it
difficult to access something similar. Adult
education no longer requires classrooms, multi
function spaces could also provide for the
music and arts groups. The pottery group is
well established with specialist equipment and
has a high standard of work, I don't know if that
could be retained/reprovided on the site. The
dance studio is another specialist space. That
site is convenient for Iver Village and Iver
Heath and could provide better facilities for
young people. The fields are used by football
clubs.
DEFINITELY RETAIN EXISTING FACILITIES.
POSSIBLY RELOCATE IN CONJUNCTION
WITH IVER HEATH MIDDLE SCHOOL SITE.
Yes. It is very important to retain the Evreham
Centre. More important is to retain a health and
fitness centre locally.
A33. The Evreham site is of such size that part
of it could be redeveloped and still keep the
existing facilities.
Thorney Park might work but with better
transport links
DO NOT WANT EVREHAM PREMISES
REDEVELOPED AT ALL.
New Hall ect
Yes. I would use this is the facilities were better
e.g. modern gym.
Yes certainly, Bells Road or on land opposite
the Red Lion Pub
Don't know what the facilities are so can not
comment.
Industrial area can house brand new state of
the art leisure centre with HUGE pool, gym and
theatre!
I stopped going to the gym as I found the
charges expensive . So many cheaper gyms in
nearby Uxbridge should be a cheaper facility
for the community Something that could be
incorporated into a school
There is nowhere for the existing facilities to go
within The Ivers.
No answer other than the one above.
It's important to maintain a sports presence in
the area.
Gym at Trading estate with pool
The Industrial estate would a good place with
parking as well.
No. I don't use it.
Don't want to see it redeveloped.
As I don't use them, I wouldn't be too bothered.
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210

214

218
219

222

228
231

238
251

252
254

256
257
259
260

262

Make it back to a secondary school, but not a
faith-based one as was briefly proposed before
(I think that has been dealt with now it moved to
Stoke Poges)
Yes, the area next to the CoOp would seem
suitable, it could offer the facilities currently at
Evreham and provide village car parking.
It would be wrong to dispense with this facility
altogether - keep as is.
Would be better used as a secondary school if
there is to be a lot of extra housing
development. Some activities could be
transferred to current recreation grounds or
sports facilities. Do not know how well used
Evreham main building is used now. Adult
education could be transferred to either the
existing schools , libraries or village halls.
IF YOU INTEND TO RETAIN THE FACILITIES
WHY WOULD YOU BOTHER TO MOVE
THEM FROM THE EVREHAM CENTRE?
I am sure younger folk would like this but I have
no idea where to locate them.
Yes I would. Maybe some of it could be placed
in the village hall , or maybe the Bull pub could
be purchased and used for some of the
facilities .
There is no need to move the premises as the
facilities here serve the community well
Yes. They could be moved as part of one of
the planned developments north of the
proposed ring road/bypass.
I have no view on this.
The adult learning facilities and the sports/
leisure must be retained. There are no
equivalent buildings or land. For example,
there are no floodlit pitches elsewhere and
many teams who play elsewhere use it for
training. Also there is a trend towards
exercising evenings and during the week rather
than at weekends which this site can provide
and encourage. The site is accessible with
good parking. With significant additional
housing planned and changes in demographics
there will be increased demand as the
demographics shift. I cannot think of any
equivalent sites or that the provision can be
replicated across sites and these sites do not
have sufficient access, parking and the
proximity of residential properties make
floodlighting untenable..
something for young people, and could be used
as a "community hub"
I could go to Slimmers world anywhere!
I would like to see it stay where it is but with
great improvements to facilities and
administration
Swimming pool?
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265

Yes. On a brown field site that is easily
accessible to local residents. However I am not
in support of any redevelopment which would
remove the open spaces within the Evreham
premises, neither would I support development
which would create more traffic on Swallow
Street which is a residential road.

270
274
276

yes - adjacent to Iver Fields.
Keep existing facilities
I don't think I can answer this as I don't use the
services
Not qualified to answer this question - See
reply 32
The site should be used for our badly needed
Secondary School and the adult
eduction/sports facilities incorporated in the
school after hours. The nursery could be
relocated in the new council premises.
I want Evreham to be re-opened as a school
Yes definitely we do not have any other
facilities in the Ivers. The Government are
always telling us to improve our skills and keep
fit, why get rid of a facility that covers both of
these. I think they should stay where they are
as it is central to Iver and Iver Heath. The
MUGA is always in use with adults and children
alike. Why would you get rid of them?

281
285

287
289

291
300

N/A I use Hillingdon Leisure facilities
Yes! Sports centre & college provide important
fitness & social benefits. Why can't they stay
there? Field is good place for walking/running
to avoid roads or dark/lonely fields

301
306

This is already an ideal place.
I do not think it should be redeveloped as the
road infrastructure would not permit it.
They should definitely remain on the current
premises as all the facilities offered are used by
myself and my family.
yes , but not sure where
Not sure where you could put them.
Not sure
No, I believe these facilities should remain and
enhanced to make them more appealing
The council provides nothing else in Iver, why
should we pay the same rate of council tax if
they close it? The council should negotiate a
residents discount at Hillingdon or Langley
leisure centres, if it wants to stop providing the
service itself.
Yes, retained but improved would be
acceptable. A gym is still needed for the area
even with the college facilities as they do not
have early and late access for those who work.
It would be nice to have a swimming pool.

307

311
316
317
318
319

320
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324

Sports facilities are essential for the
community, particularly for teenagers to have a
safe place to hang out in after school. The
classes are also a good way for the community
to join together. It would be a shame for this to
be redeveloped for residential homes.

328
331

Yes, location Unknown.
USE THE PREMISES OF NEW SECONDARY
SCHOOL FOR AFTER HOURS CLASSES AS
USED NOW.
Leave Evereham where it is
Yes, but how would I know.
Quality sport, leisure and playing fields are
important for a local community. Evreham is
run down and no longer fit for purpose
Simular facilities could be provided by
developers
Yes, near flowerland.
I would not like to see it developed, because
traffic in Swallow Street will be become crap,
especially with the various parts that has
excessive on street parkign p- any
development at Everham MUST put the traffic
out onto Wood Lane
At the same site but better designed
I would be very disappointed to see the site
developed for other purposes. Its central
positon in the Parish is a considerable
advantage. In my view, developing it (e.g. as a
school) would place an intolerable burden on
the local road system.
I was sad and effected by Evreham secondary
school being shut so not a great subject for me
as was badly effected by the closure

347
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Yes, there's nowhere though in the Ivers that
gives those facility's of sports hall, fields, youth
clubs and education space.
Leave Everham as it is.
Would like to see it retained
The existing Evreham premises should be
improved and maintained encouraged for the
locals. The existing facilities help to keep the
local children off the streets and somewhere for
parents to take children too.
I GUESS THERE IS A NEED FOR THESE
FACILITIES, AND THEY COULD BE
RELOCATED TO THE AREA BETWEEN
HK&L AND THE CO-OP.
I'm not aware of the importance of these
facilities so don't feel best placed to understand
the impact to the community. However, I'm not
aware of any one in my local community that
goes there.
I do not think that Evreham should be
redeveloped - it should be maintained
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400

I would like to see facilties added that are
walkable/cyclable from Richings Park as well
as Iver Village. Currently, the pathways are
poor and traffic makes road use too dangerous especially at night or in inclement weather.

402

Better sports centre with pool and a fill
timetable of classes for all ages.
YES AS THIS IS A VITAL PLACE FOR
SPORTS AND LEISURE, FOR BOTH YOUNG
AND OLD PEOPLE
It would seem worthwhile to retain the existing
facilities - bearing in mind the fact that I have
never used them...
New secondary school
They must be retained ideally where they are
even if it is part of a school
The Evreham Centre facilities really must be
retained but I do not know where. This is a
fantastic community resource. Perhaps a new
secondary school could incorporate the
facilities currently offered so that the school
itself becomes the hub of the community.
Secondary school with after-hours adult
education.
Retained within the Ivers
Yes. Not sure where but on public transport
route
Q33 Possibly integrated with the moved
recreational facilities I suggested earlier to the
Iver Fields SOUTH EAST A412 areas.
Yes and don't know.
Evreham should be redeveloped back into a
secondary school, then the existing facilities
would be retained.
I would want to see Evreham's facilities still
continuing, but am not sure where else you
could put them.
Leave it as it is
The site should retain a sport facility if possible.
If not relocation to other open space
designated for this on the edge of the
settlement.
If a school were planned, the sports facilities
could be shared with the community, which
could help to fund the development through
memberships etc.
Yes - important facility. Not sure where else it
could be put
Bring back the secondary school with after
school clubs for the kids. Open up the facilities
for adults during the evening ie cooking
classes/sports etc etc
I don't use it so have not got an answer.
Build a new school with community facilities.
I can't comment having not visisted the current
site
Leisure facilities with swimming pool
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Development Brief required for the whole site
subject to community consultation as this land
is owned by Bucks County Council
As we have a sports facilities within the Ivers
then it should be maintained.
It is quite a big site. Could combine existing and
a new school
Secondary School
In Iver village
Don't redevelop except to extend current
facilities i.e. opening hours.
Yes - improvements to IH Recreation Ground
and new Community Hub
Yes to keep in Iver has to have on site parking
yes on land South of Iver Village
Could the Evreham site not be extended to
incorporate secondary education alongside
existing facilities
There is no obvious place for a sports centre.
Iver rec is dominated by football usage as is the
pavilion
Should be redeveloped into secondary school
Gym/especially as Langley has closed for 18
months. This road is already busy with 20+
houses added already this year. This is the only
green space other than commercial parks
Langley and Black Park, too many houses
there already (Evreham area).
If it was redeveloped as a secondary school
then it could still have sports centre, nursery,
adult education.
Unsure if there is sufficient demand. Surely if a
school was built the premises could still be
used out of school hours
Yes, gym/sport facilities very important
Yes. I would like to see the existing facilities
retained within the Ivers. As for location,
somewhere central to the three villages would
be sensible. See also my answer to Q16.
Although I don't use the facilities at present I
would like to see the facilities retained
It supports a number of businesses, these
should have provisions especially the nursery
given its has had to move already
The Village Hall
yes but not sure where
Do not want Evreham redeveloped
New buildings on brown field site. Upgrade
facilities of Iver Village Hall.
Richings Park sports club and Iver Village hall
perhaps
Yes - but leave Evreham as the centre if
possible
As is
Prefer it not to be developed
Somewhere more central to the three Ivers
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560

562
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569
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580

Answer How utilised are the existing facilities?
The last time I was at Evreham the building
was nearly empty. Evreham is the place to
develop
Answer Yes - sport and adult ed.
Answer Where they are now at Evreham
Answer Need to retain and develop same
Answer Yes and a secondary school
Answer Yes. No development though
Answer Yes as part of the school
Answer Yes, they could be located to the
Village Hall, St Peters Centre, Kings Church
Hall
100% yes and if The Ridgeway was redeveloped with a
bus service that would be more central.
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